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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To discuss and analyze the distributed reaction on extremity in Electromyography (EMG) while people are riding the
cycles in five different revolutions and fixed/unfixed training platforms. Method: Three Taipei Physical Education College
student s in following well conditions to be our participants in the above research. A. The average ages: 24.66±3.21 years old.
B. The average height: 170.80±6.39cm. C. The average weight: 68.33±7.48kg. D. The average hours they exercise per week:
12hours E. Without any obstacle to exercise and the records of had the operation. F. We magnified in 1000 times and
frequency sampling 1000Hz to research the different revolutions in fixed/unfixed training platforms by EMG Bio MP150
along with the taken data software ACQ Knowledge. Moreover, we only pick the last five seconds from the total riding 15
seconds for the reference to analyze distributed exercise of the muscles on extremity. Conclusion: People are able to induce
the use capacity on different muscles when they riding bikes in different rotational speeds. The professional cyclists are able to
refer the result of the above experiment before their exercise training for the racing.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Rehabilitation after the surgery for Scoliosis is important. At present, there are no published effective
recommendations are found regarding the suitability of thoracic exercise for those with scoliosis. Our hypothesis is that this
new instrument of thoracic spine transverse exercise will equalize chest mobility and increase flexibility overall. Methods:
One subject (30 years old, women) had received surgical correction for severe scoliosis (scoliosis 60 degree ) 5 years ago. she
performed transverse thoracic movement by using a new instrument of the thoracic movement ( Spinolator, ROTAX, Taiwan ) ,
setting the rotation in the pure horizontal direction and lasting 100 times during two round, one-minute rest during two round,
three times a week. The thoracic flexibility and chest mobility test were performed before and after 2 weeks of intervention.
The parameters in thoracic flexibility and chest mobility contained: 1. Active movements of the trunk in forward flexion, side
flexion (left and right), rotation (left and right; standing and sitting ); it also included forward flexion measurement of thoracic
and lumbar spines . 2. Measuring chest expansion in fourth intercostals area, nipple line, and tenth rib. Result: Trunk forward
flexion degree increased by 13.33 %(30cm to 34 cm), side flexion degree increased by R 30.0 and L17.4 %( right flexion from
30 to 39cm and left flexion from 35 to 41cm), rotation degree increased R 30 and L 25% (right from 80 to 104 cm and left
from 78 to 98cm). Forward flexion degree measurement of thoracic and lumbar spines increased from 38 to 40cm. The chest
expansion in fourth intercostals area increased from 82 to 83cm , nipple line increased from 80 to 81cm, and the tenth rib
increased from 67 to 68cm. Conclusion: The result show that this new instrument of thoracic spine transverse exercise will
increase chest mobility, and increase flexibility overall.


